P.V.C. SCH. 40 CAP WITH 3/4" HOLE DRILLED IN CENTER, PRESS FIT - NOT GLUED
BUBBLER HEAD PER SPECS.

SCH. 80 NIPPLE (TYP.)
SCH. 40 P.V.C. ELL

FIN. ORADE

P.V.C. LATERAL

MARLEX STREET ELLS (2), WITH SAT P.V.C. ADAPTER

5/8" CLEAN PEA GRAVEL TO BOTTOM OF DEEP WELL IRRIGATOR

3" DIA. PERFORATED DRAIN PIPE, MIN. 24" IN LENGTH, PER
STD. DET. 1002/1003, MIN. 2
PER TREE AT 180°

1" WIDE NOTCH IN DRAIN PIPE TO ACCEPT BUBBLER

NOT TO SCALE